SUBJ PROGRAM SUMMARY -- PAR 90-124

1. (0000) HEADLINES.
2. 1. (0127) WEATHER.
3. 2. (0200) STOCK EXCHANGE REPORT.
4. 3. (0217) REPORT OVER VIDEO OF CELEBRATIONS TO MARK 50TH ANNIVERSARY OF DE GAULLE'S 18 JUNE APPEAL TO THE FRENCH.
5. 4. (0400) ROMANIA: FORCES AUTHORIZED TO INTERVENE IN DISTURBANCES. THREE LEADERS OF PROTEST MOVEMENT ARRESTED. REPORT OVER VIDEO OF INJURED PEOPLE. DECEMBER'S REVOLUTION RECALLED. INTERVIEW WITH PROTESTOR NICA LEON (BRIEF) ARRESTED YESTERDAY. EEC SUSPENDS TRADE RELATIONS WITH ROMANIA. REPORT OVER VIDEO OF ROMANIANS WHO SOUGHT POLITICAL ASYLUM IN ITALY, BRIEF INTERVIEW WITH ONE OF THEM. INTERVIEWS WITH PEOPLE IN A BUS.
6. 5. (0941) FRENCH-AFRICAN SUMMIT OPENS IN LA BAULE TODAY. REPORT OVER VIDEO ON FRENCH PRESENCE AND POLICY IN AFRICA. VIDEO SHOWS FRENCH SOLDIERS CROSSING RIVER, IN TANKS, IN A CAMP, INSTRUCTING AFRICAN SOLDIERS.
7. 6. (1154) MITTERRAND INTERVIEW ON FRANCE'S AFRICAN POLICY TO BE PUBLISHED BY LE MONDE TODAY. STUDIO SUMMARY FROM JOURNALIST JACQUES MERLINO. (PROC)
8. 7. (1400) SOCIETE FRANCAISE DE PRODUCTION STRIKE CONTINUES. LIVE DISPATCH WITH VIDEO OF MANAGEMENT-UNION MEETING THIS MORNING.
9. 8. (1546) REPORT ON REFORM OF ORTHOGRAPHY TO BE PRESENTED TO PREMIER TODAY, WITH VIDEO.
10. 9. (1752) FIVE EUROPEAN COUNTRIES TO SIGN AGREEMENT IN SCHENGEN TODAY ON FREE MOVEMENT OF PEOPLE. REPORT OVER VIDEO. INTERVIEW WITH FRENCH NEGOTIATOR.
11. 10. (2021) SOVIET PLANE HIJACKED. REPORT OVER VIDEO.
12. 11. (2051) SOVIET TROOPS PUT DOWN PRISON RIOT. REPORT OVER VIDEO.
13. 12. (2112) ANOTHER IRA MAN ARRESTED IN NETHERLANDS. REPORT OVER VIDEO.
14. 13. (2132) MAN KILLS 10 IN FLORIDA. REPORT OVER VIDEO.
15. 14. (2200) FIFTY-ONE YEAR OLD SAILOR RECOUNTS SURVIVAL AFTER BEING STRANDED AT SEA FOR TEN DAYS IN A STORM. VIDEO OF MAN IN HOSPITAL BED.
16. 15. (2355) REPORT ON DETECTION OF UFOS AND OF POSSIBLE OTHER LIFE IN THE UNIVERSE.
17. 16. (2558) REPORT ON WORLD CUP, OTHER SPORT.
18. 17. (2823) WALT DISNEY'S FANTASIA BEING RE-RELEASED TOMORROW.
19. 18. (3035) STOCK EXCHANGE LATEST.
20. 19. (3210) CLOSING HEADLINES.
21. 20. (3351) PREMIER'S STATEMENT.
22. 21. (3456) GENDARMERIE MORTALITY AFTER SHOOTING.
23. 22. (3549) ECONOMIC BRIEF.
24. 23. (3653) L'Acte V.
25. 24. (3758) SOVIET ARMED FORCES DEPLOYMENT.
26. 25. (3865) REPORT ON REFORM OF ORTHOGRAPHY TO BE PRESENTED TO PREMIER TODAY, WITH VIDEO.
27. 26. (4012) MAJOR PROTEST IN PARIS TODAY.
28. 27. (4200) REPORT ON REFORM OF ORTHOGRAPHY TO BE PRESENTED TO PREMIER TODAY, WITH VIDEO.
29. 28. (4400) SOVIET MILITARY DEPLOYMENT.
30. 29. (4600) REPORT ON REFORM OF ORTHOGRAPHY TO BE PRESENTED TO PREMIER TODAY, WITH VIDEO.
31. 30. (4800) SOVIET MILITARY DEPLOYMENT.
32. 31. (5000) REPORT ON REFORM OF ORTHOGRAPHY TO BE PRESENTED TO PREMIER TODAY, WITH VIDEO.
33. 32. (5200) SOVIET MILITARY DEPLOYMENT.
34. 33. (5400) REPORT ON REFORM OF ORTHOGRAPHY TO BE PRESENTED TO PREMIER TODAY, WITH VIDEO.
35. 34. (5600) SOVIET MILITARY DEPLOYMENT.
36. 35. (5800) REPORT ON REFORM OF ORTHOGRAPHY TO BE PRESENTED TO PREMIER TODAY, WITH VIDEO.
37. 36. (6000) SOVIET MILITARY DEPLOYMENT.
38. 37. (6200) REPORT ON REFORM OF ORTHOGRAPHY TO BE PRESENTED TO PREMIER TODAY, WITH VIDEO.
39. 38. (6400) SOVIET MILITARY DEPLOYMENT.
40. 39. (6600) REPORT ON REFORM OF ORTHOGRAPHY TO BE PRESENTED TO PREMIER TODAY, WITH VIDEO.
41. 40. (6800) SOVIET MILITARY DEPLOYMENT.
42. 41. (7000) REPORT ON REFORM OF ORTHOGRAPHY TO BE PRESENTED TO PREMIER TODAY, WITH VIDEO.
43. 42. (7200) SOVIET MILITARY DEPLOYMENT.
44. 43. (7400) REPORT ON REFORM OF ORTHOGRAPHY TO BE PRESENTED TO PREMIER TODAY, WITH VIDEO.
45. 44. (7600) SOVIET MILITARY DEPLOYMENT.
46. 45. (7800) REPORT ON REFORM OF ORTHOGRAPHY TO BE PRESENTED TO PREMIER TODAY, WITH VIDEO.
47. 46. (8000) SOVIET MILITARY DEPLOYMENT.
48. 47. (8200) REPORT ON REFORM OF ORTHOGRAPHY TO BE PRESENTED TO PREMIER TODAY, WITH VIDEO.
49. 48. (8400) SOVIET MILITARY DEPLOYMENT.
50. 49. (8600) REPORT ON REFORM OF ORTHOGRAPHY TO BE PRESENTED TO PREMIER TODAY, WITH VIDEO.
51. 50. (8800) SOVIET MILITARY DEPLOYMENT.
52. 51. (9000) REPORT ON REFORM OF ORTHOGRAPHY TO BE PRESENTED TO PREMIER TODAY, WITH VIDEO.
53. 52. (9200) SOVIET MILITARY DEPLOYMENT.
54. 53. (9400) REPORT ON REFORM OF ORTHOGRAPHY TO BE PRESENTED TO PREMIER TODAY, WITH VIDEO.
55. 54. (9600) SOVIET MILITARY DEPLOYMENT.
56. 55. (9800) REPORT ON REFORM OF ORTHOGRAPHY TO BE PRESENTED TO PREMIER TODAY, WITH VIDEO.
57. 56. (10000) SOVIET MILITARY DEPLOYMENT.
58. 57. (10200) REPORT ON REFORM OF ORTHOGRAPHY TO BE PRESENTED TO PREMIER TODAY, WITH VIDEO.
59. 58. (10400) SOVIET MILITARY DEPLOYMENT.
60. 59. (10600) REPORT ON REFORM OF ORTHOGRAPHY TO BE PRESENTED TO PREMIER TODAY, WITH VIDEO.
61. 60. (10800) SOVIET MILITARY DEPLOYMENT.
62. 61. (11000) REPORT ON REFORM OF ORTHOGRAPHY TO BE PRESENTED TO PREMIER TODAY, WITH VIDEO.
63. 62. (11200) SOVIET MILITARY DEPLOYMENT.
64. 63. (11400) REPORT ON REFORM OF ORTHOGRAPHY TO BE PRESENTED TO PREMIER TODAY, WITH VIDEO.
65. 64. (11600) SOVIET MILITARY DEPLOYMENT.
66. 65. (11800) REPORT ON REFORM OF ORTHOGRAPHY TO BE PRESENTED TO PREMIER TODAY, WITH VIDEO.
67. 66. (12000) SOVIET MILITARY DEPLOYMENT.
68. 67. (12200) REPORT ON REFORM OF ORTHOGRAPHY TO BE PRESENTED TO PREMIER TODAY, WITH VIDEO.
69. 68. (12400) SOVIET MILITARY DEPLOYMENT.
70. 69. (12600) REPORT ON REFORM OF ORTHOGRAPHY TO BE PRESENTED TO PREMIER TODAY, WITH VIDEO.
71. 70. (12800) SOVIET MILITARY DEPLOYMENT.
72. 71. (13000) REPORT ON REFORM OF ORTHOGRAPHY TO BE PRESENTED TO PREMIER TODAY, WITH VIDEO.
73. 72. (13200) SOVIET MILITARY DEPLOYMENT.
74. 73. (13400) REPORT ON REFORM OF ORTHOGRAPHY TO BE PRESENTED TO PREMIER TODAY, WITH VIDEO.
75. 74. (13600) SOVIET MILITARY DEPLOYMENT.
76. 75. (13800) REPORT ON REFORM OF ORTHOGRAPHY TO BE PRESENTED TO PREMIER TODAY, WITH VIDEO.
77. 76. (14000) SOVIET MILITARY DEPLOYMENT.
78. 77. (14200) REPORT ON REFORM OF ORTHOGRAPHY TO BE PRESENTED TO PREMIER TODAY, WITH VIDEO.
79. 78. (14400) SOVIET MILITARY DEPLOYMENT.
80. 79. (14600) REPORT ON REFORM OF ORTHOGRAPHY TO BE PRESENTED TO PREMIER TODAY, WITH VIDEO.
81. 80. (14800) SOVIET MILITARY DEPLOYMENT.
82. 81. (15000) REPORT ON REFORM OF ORTHOGRAPHY TO BE PRESENTED TO PREMIER TODAY, WITH VIDEO.
83. 82. (15200) SOVIET MILITARY DEPLOYMENT.
84. 83. (15400) REPORT ON REFORM OF ORTHOGRAPHY TO BE PRESENTED TO PREMIER TODAY, WITH VIDEO.